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Background. Studies have demonstrated superior outcomes in adolescents and young adults (AYAs, age 15-39 years) with
T-cell and B-cell/Philadelphia chromosome negative (Ph-) acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) who are treated using pediatric-
inspired regimens (PIRs). However, some AYAs continue to be treated with non-PIR or adult regimens (ARs) that are associated
with less favorable outcomes. The extent to which hospitals and physicians in the United States (US) have adopted PIRs to
treat ALL in AYA patients is not known. Additionally, limited knowledge exists about factors associated with use of AR. The
objective of this study was to describe patterns of care in AYAs with newly diagnosed ALL, and identify patient, physician and
hospital-level characteristics associated with use of PIRs vs. ARs in these patients.
Methods. This retrospective study analyzed data collected from medical charts of AYAs with ALL across varied cancer care
settings in the US. Patients were identi�ed by treating oncologists, who were board certi�ed in the relevant specialty and
had 3-40 years of post-residency practice experience. Physicians were not eligible to participate if they were associated with
a pharmaceutical company or a healthcare/government agency in paid capacity. Patients were included based on the fol-
lowing criteria: newly diagnosed with ALL, 15-39 years at diagnosis, and treated with frontline PIR or AR between January
2016 and April 2022. Patients with a prior history of cancer were excluded. Standardized data collection forms were used
by participating physicians to collect patient and clinical characteristics, treatment patterns, and site characteristics. Physi-
cians were compensated for participation for each completed chart. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation [SD],
frequency, percentages) were used to describe these characteristics. Chi-square and multivariate logistic regression analyses
were conducted to evaluate potential associations of these variables with AR use. The study received IRB (Advarra, Inc.; IRB#:
00000971) exempt status.
Results. The analytic sample consisted of 378 eligible patients. Patients were treated by 178 physicians, of which 16.8% were
pediatric oncologists, 59.3% were adult oncologists, and 23.9% treated patients of all ages. The majority of patients were
treated at adult centers (82 [21.1%]) or centers that treat patients of all age groups (279 [71.7%]); 24 patients (6.2%) were
treated at pediatric centers. Approximately three-quarters (73.8%) were treated at academic centers and one quarter (26.2%)
at community centers.
Of the 378 patients, 230 (61%) patients were treated with a PIR and 148 (39%) with an AR. The proportions were similar for both
B-cell/Ph- patients (71.3% and 28.3%, respectively) and T-cell phenotypes (46.5% and 53.4%, respectively). Children’s Oncology
Group (COG)-based protocols were the most common PIR used (60.4%) followed by CALGB 10403 (23%). Among those
receiving ARs, HyperCVAD-based regimens was most commonly used (n=125 [84.7%]). Of patients receiving HyperCVAD,
85.6% did not receive any immunotherapy.
In univariate analyses, the use of an AR was signi�cantly higher in subgroups of older AYAs (20-39y), males, and patients with
public insurance. AYAs who were obese, had CNS involvement at diagnosis, T-cell immunophenotype, Ph+, Ph-like, or early
T-cell precursor (ETP) were associated with AR use. Patients treated at non-pediatric centers, small-medium size hospitals
(<500 beds), or those treated by non-pediatric oncologists (those who treat adult only or both adult and pediatric patients)
were more likely to receive AR (Table 1).
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In multivariate analysis, patient factors independently associated with use of an AR included older age, obesity, Ph+, and
Ph-like. Patients treated at small/medium size hospitals or non-pediatric centers were also signi�cantly more likely to receive
an AR vs. PIR (Table 2).
Conclusions. The study provides "real-world" insights into treatment approaches used for AYAswith ALL across diverse cancer
care settings. Nearly one-half of AYAs with T-cell ALL and one-third of AYAs with B-cell/Ph- ALL received AR. Additional studies
are needed to understand the reasons behind the limited uptake of PIR, especially among older AYAs and in smaller and adult
treatment settings.
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